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Heathlands School 

Progress Report and  

Self-Evaluation Summary 

July 2018 

 
Heathlands is a community Special School for Deaf children aged 3-16 maintained by Hertfordshire Coun-
ty Council. It serves as a regional centre of expertise and at the start of the 2018/19 school year have pu-
pils on roll from  25 education authorities. Heathlands is funded for 106 planned places though in recent 
years numbers on roll have peaked at 108. 
 
Heathlands caters for children who need a total communication approach to access learning. Children 
have the requirement for sign language or sign support in their Education, Health and Care Plan. Thus 
consideration is given to children irrespective of their audiograms so that the child’s needs and function-
ing are prime considerations rather than medical criteria.  
 
Heathlands is a school for all Deaf children and, like many mainstream schools, has some children on roll 
who have needs in addition to deafness such as learning difficulties or delay, social, emotional or mental 
health needs, sensory or physical impairment.  
  
In September 2012 the school became an all age school on a single site having previously been split 
across three locations. Extensive building and re-modelling of the premises has ensured the suitability of 
the teaching accommodation for the full age range. 
 
Heathlands works collaboratively with other local schools and in September 2017 joined other local sec-
ondary schools and academies in a mutually supportive Umbrella Trust with . The school is also very ac-
tive within the national Deaf community. 
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CONTEXT 
Heathlands has a very culturally diverse school commu-

nity.  The largest single group is children from white 

British backgrounds. In addition there are very large 

groups of children  of Eastern European  and Asian Her-

itage.   

 

Approximately half of the pupils are from deaf family 

backgrounds with sign  the main language at home or 

have deaf siblings. 

 

About  a third of children have needs in addition to 

their deafness. For some this is a medical condition 

whilst for others is may be a physical and/or sensory 

disability or a learning difficulty. 

 

Currently   29% of children are eligible for free school 

meals. 

Staff Development 

We have a highly motivated and skilled staff team. They are 

committed to their own development and that of the school. 

We have 

 Subject specialists across the curriculum 

 Qualified teachers of Deaf children and two staff currently 

being trained 

 Staff undertaking higher level BSL courses. A large propor-

tion of staff are native BSL users 

 Two teachers working on action research projects 

 Staff undertake further accredited professional study e.g. 

masters degrees, NVQ4 in management,  SENCO qualifica-

tion, NVQ3 in child care 

 Staff trained to meet individual needs e.g. diabetes man-

agement or to deliver  physio/ occupational therapy pro-

grammes 

 Two staff trained as STEPS behaviour management trainers. 

 

 

 

Distinctive Features and Challenges 

 We have a small , outstanding weekly boarding base  for 

up to 20 children. 

 A large number of staff and parents are deaf themselves so 

are excellent role models for Heathlands’ pupils. 

 Cohorts are sometimes small, numbers are unpredictable 

and learning needs vary. We regularly re-view the curricu-

lum offer to ensure it is appropriate. 

 In recent years the school has admitted increasing num-

bers of pupils with needs in addition to deafness 

 Some  parents and families struggle to learn BSL at the 

level  needed to support their Deaf children. 

 Many pupils live far from school. They have long journeys 

to school and we have to think creatively about how to 

connect with parents. 

 The high number of  Local Authorities  placing  children at 

Heathlands means we have to work hard on relationships 

and administrative issues.  
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Ofsted Inspectors said……. 

Leadership 

“Leaders at all levels are relentless in their pursuit of excel-
lence.  They are committed to ensuring that deaf pupils re-
ceive the best possible education and care.” 

“Leaders are constantly evaluating the quality of education 
pupils receive.  They question and challenge each other to 
keep improving the school.” 

Teaching 

“Teaching is outstanding because all adults who work with 
pupils know their individual special needs exceptionally 
well.  Teachers and teaching assistants are highly skilled and 
adapt activities so that pupils achieve extremely well.” 

“Pupils are given every opportunity to shine and develop their 
skills and understanding through the projects they are in-
volved in.” 

“The use and understanding of information and communica-
tion technology stands out as an exceptional feature across 
the school.” 

 

 

 

Personal Development and Behaviour 

“Pupils spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is a 
strength of the school.” 

“The exceptional culture of safety in the school makes a 
strong contribution to pupils’ outstanding personal develop-
ment and welfare.” 

“There is excellent behaviour in all lessons because pupils like 
and respect the adults who work with them.” 

 

 

 

 

Outcomes 

“Children have an outstanding start to their education in the 
early years.” 

“Pupils make outstanding progress from their very varied 
starting points.” 

Ofsted Inspection 

“Children flourish and make excellent progress as a result of this  

exceptional school and residential provision. “  

Heathlands had its last full inspection in September 2017 and was assessed to be outstanding in all areas.  This was followed 

by an annual inspection of boarding provision in June 2018 when the school was again judged to be outstanding in all areas.  

Since then we have continued to improve …... 

 A modern foreign language is now offered at KS4 

 Textiles has been introduced into the curriculum 

 We collaborated with local providers to offer a be-

spoke curriculum for students with additional learn-

ing needs covering life skills and transitions  

 Personal Learning and thinking skills have been em-

bedded into the curriculum at KS3/4 

 Improvements have been seen in writing in Lower 

School.  

 Classrooms have been updated with interactive  

‘Clever Touch’ screens 

 Provision for outdoor play and PE has been enhanced  

with an outdoor gym, long jump, shot put and            

trampoline 

 Staff have continued to achieve  qualifications in BSL 

and QTS or TOD status. 
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PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT 

 

Using the government’s performance tables          

website we can compare our performance with 

other special schools nationally.     

For 2017 we know:  

  Of 1406 special schools, Heathlands had the 8th 

highest KS4 progress 8 score. 

 Heathlands achieved the second highest pro-

gress 8 score of all schools for Deaf children          

using sign language. 

 

 

 

Pupil progress in relation to the curriculum is closely monitored using the Heathlands Tracker and by 

termly pupil progress meetings. This enables intervention at an early stage to support. 

Pupil progress monitoring for 2017/18 shows : 

 In Upper School over 45% of KS3 pupils and 89 % of KS4 pupils made good or outstanding progress, 

with over 97% (KS3) and 100% (KS4) making steady progress or better.  

 In Lower School 90% made good or outstanding progress, 100% making steady progress or better. 

 Learning progress was broadly consistent at Lower School and at KS3 but accelerated significantly 

across the year at KS4. 

 At all Key Stages, the progress of disadvantaged children broadly matched that of their peers in Eng-

lish and Mathematics. 

We now need to: 

Target progress at KS3 through strategies and intervention with an aim to increase the percentage of 

good and outstanding progress to over 75%. 
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Communication and Language at the heart of learning.  

Speech and Language Therapy 

Our school is special because language and communication is at the centre of all we do.  Language is the key to 

unlock all other learning: thinking, reasoning, understanding and literacy. Heathlands teachers are additionally 

qualified to work with Deaf children so have a high level of expertise in this respect. 

In 2017/18 we improved our provision for Speech and Language therapy   

 The school appointed its own Speech and Language Therapist and Therapy Assistant. Both are undertaking 

specialist training, e.g. smiLE and Elklan. They undertake direct intervention work with children, work along-

side classroom staff and advise parents on their children’s communication development. Therapists and 

teaching teams have collaborated effectively to address communication targets in a cross curricular way. 

 Lego therapy was introduced to extend and refine communication and social skills 

 A music club was introduced to help children develop their listening skills 

 Inclusion was offered to identified groups to focus on spoken language skills 

 

 

NEXT STEPS 

We will refurbish our children’s therapy room to use the updated technology now available as a support to commu-

nication development 

Speech and Language therapy 

-Pool of experienced Speech and Language thera-

pists and therapy assistants  

-Child centred programmes based on assessed need. 

-1 to 1 and group therapy. 

- Close collaborative work with classroom staff. 

-Provision of programmes such as smiLE, Live English 

and Lego therapy. 

-Lunchtime SALT clubs 

-Inclusion opportunities  

Specialist Teachers 

- Qualified Teachers of Deaf children  

- Specialist and experienced staff delivering the National 

Curriculum appropriately for deaf pupils. 

- Signing skills allow fluent two way communication between 

child and adults in the classroom 

- Language development at the core of all teaching 

-Speech targets embedded across the curriculum 

- Total communication approach matches the communica-

tion needs of the child while developing the child’s 

signed language and their speech/ lip-reading. 

Learning Support Assistants 

Learning Support Assistants  (LSAs) within class groups 

providing a range of  

- Academic support 

 - Language development 

- Emotional support 

- Support for developing social skills 

- Encouraging independence 

- Mentoring  

Audiology 

- On site audiology clinic 

- Specialist audiology assistant 

- Visits from county educational audiologist 

- Hearing aid  and implant checks  

- Training for children to be independent users 

- Impressions for ear moulds taken on site. 

- Liaison with child’s local clinic/ implant centre. 

- Repairs  co-ordinated. 

- Individual Roger radio aids and soundfield systems 

- Optimum acoustic conditions  in classrooms 

The Deaf 

child at the 

centre 

Heathlands Provision to develop our pupils’ language and communication  includes... 
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Student Leaders 

This year we looked at how pupils develop leadership 
skills for adulthood. Opportunities were created for 
students to develop their leadership skills as peer men-
tors, student leaders with allocated responsibilities or 
through a re-vamped school council. Students were 
supported through regular training and focus groups 
facilitated by staff.  

Student leaders led assemblies, held meetings with 
senior staff, led school council discussions, organised 
fundraising or sporting events.  

Impact: 

 Students improved confidence, self-awareness and 
organisational skills.  Learning will be accredited  
through ASDAN.  

 School ECO committee improved paper recycling, 
energy consumption and achieved the ECO School 
Bronze award. 

 Students led anti-bullying activities so others un-
derstood the impact of bullying improved well-
being. 

 Peer mentors helped new year 7 pupils settle into 
Upper School. 

In July 2018 feedback from student leaders showed: 

100% agreed that they have developed some lead-
ership and communication skills, 

75% agreed confidence has improved as a leader,  

67% agreed their behaviour has improved  

100% agreed the leadership programme should 
continue next year. 

Next steps 

We will further improve student voice and promote 
inclusivity in the school community e.g. regular 
meetings with SLT and Governors  

We will include a greater focus on leadership behaviour 
in the project 

We will achieve the Eco Schools Silver Award 

We will explore achievement of sports leadership quali-
fications  

We will organise debates so that students learn to dis-
cuss ideas / share thoughts 

What did we improve in 2017/18? 

SEN Early Support Projects 

Over the last year we have delivered early help pro-

jects to support social, communication and physical 

needs. SMART Moves was delivered to students with 

physical difficulties. This is an early intervention pro-

gramme for those not accessing physio or occupation-

al therapies. Staff were trained in the programme and 

progress evaluated using the CSD. Lego therapy sup-

ports students’ social and communication skills. This 

was offered within teaching time and for some as a 

lunchtime club. 12 trained staff members work as a 

team observing each other to improve practice and 

share the making of resources. 

Impact : 

 SMART Moves has given immediate support for 

students pending health assessments so they have 

made progress against their personal targets 

 Staff are more confident in delivering activities for 

motor skills and integrate these within lessons.  

 SMART Moves has supported transitions for EYFS 

pupils.  

 Lego Therapy has resulted in improved communi-

cation skills;  broadened vocabulary, clarity of 

communication for a purpose,  problem solving, 

adjusting communication if misunderstood. Also 

turn-taking, eye-contact and patience have im-

proved. 

Next steps 

We will train more staff to deliver SMART Moves to 

ensure sustainability 

We will try to involve families in SMART Moves. 

We will try to expand Lego therapy clubs  to deliver 

targeted, additional input without loss of lesson time. 

We will review how we group children for Lego Thera-

py to maximise positive impact. 

We will increase the Lego sets available for therapy 

and keep a better inventory of these. 
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Emotional well-being 

In 2017/18 we reviewed our behaviour strategy to 
better reflect how pupils’ well-being impacts on behav-
iour. We introduced a risk and protective factors as-
sessment to improve information gathering and help to 
identify young people at risk of emerging emotional 
issues. Staff skills and knowledge have developed and 
various strategies used including regular mentoring, 
anxiety mapping, 1:1 meetings and information gather-
ing with parents creating “roots and fruits” to under-
stand the child’s experiences, creating positive experi-
ences, Creation of personalised EMH plans in collabora-
tion with parents and agencies. A successful application 
to a charity secured the funds to employ a school coun-
sellor. 
Impact 

 Sustained low levels of exclusion 

 Strong collaborative working with Deaf CAMHS 

outpatient teams 

 Increased staff awareness of SEMH needs in gen-

eral and how this relates to individuals 

 Increased student awareness of emotional 

health 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

Next steps 

We will try to sustain provision of the school counsellor 

We will embed early intervention activities i.e. Penn 

Resilience and NDCS Health Mind programmes 

 

We will identify potentially vulnerable students and 

offer preventative support ;  self-esteem,  deaf identity, 

positive experiences, family guidance 

 

We will address emotional resilience at a  younger age  

What did we improve in 2017/18? 

Monitoring of Language and Literacy 

The Analytical Assessment of Deaf Children’s writing 

(AADCW) is now firmly embedded and used in Sep-

tember and July to monitor progress. Regular writing 

focused  meetings allowed for internal moderation 

and staff training to increase confidence in assessing 

pupils’ writing. Moderation also took place with other 

schools through the Sign Bilingual Consortium.  The 

Heathlands Deaf Literacy tracker (HDLT) was extended 

to all appropriate pupils. A Visual Phonics section for 

HDLT  was introduced and training delivered for new 

staff. Presentations on the HDLT have been given at 

GLADE and the Sign Bilingual Consortium .  

Impact 

 The AADCW data has  target setting for each 

pupil  and shows evidence of pupils’ progress. 

 The majority of pupils made good or outstand-

ing progress from starting points. 

 Pupils in KS1 and Reception have visual phonics 

as a regular part of their curriculum. Teachers 

report increased confidence in delivering this. 

 The HDLT has supports data collection on each 

pupils’ progress in literacy over a range of areas. 

 Considerable professional interest  (external) in 

the HDLT has been demonstrated. 

 

 

 

 

Next steps 

Develop assessment  for the most able pupils working 

at the top end or beyond the AADCW. 

Use the data generated by the HDLT to support target-

ed interventions for pupils. 
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PREPARATION FOR ADULTHOOD 

We want all Heathlands’ school leavers to have to skills to be active and positive contributors in their communities. 

We want them to be independent and able to manage the pressures of a modern world. In the 2017 /18 year we fur-

ther improved our provision to prepare children for adulthood in four key areas of; Employment, Independent Living, 

Community Inclusion and Health. 

Our self evaluation showed there are relevant activities happening across the whole school which contribute to the 

preparation for adulthood objectives. Activities have included: 

 Increased careers talks and visits including many role models from the deaf community 

 Heathlands’ first careers fair 

 Action research project on developing  students’ leadership skills 

 Personalised PSHE programmes, mentoring and introduction of a school counsellor  

 Opportunities to participate in local events and national deaf community events 

 Activities to develop respect, tolerance  and consideration for others e.g. charity fundraising, assemblies  

 Residential trips and independent living programmes 

NEXT STEPS 

 Continued implementation of the student leadership project and training of peer mentors 

 Introduction of student voice into SEN profiles 

 A focus on further improving work ethic and resilience 

 Implement updated independent living programme in Heath House 
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SPECIAL ACTIVITIES and ENRICHMENT 2017/18 

Heathlands had five finalists in the 

Herts. School Awards including 

best primary and best secondary 

school. 

Dr Cameron visited Heathlands 

for a focused science week  of 

“Kitchen Chemistry”. 

Friends of  Heathlands organised a 

fantastic summer fete. 

We filmed our work and were shortlisted 

for the Bristol Science Film Festival. 

Heathlands’ swimmers  won the National 

Deaf U11s swimming challenge. 

KS2 went on a residential trip 

and tried loads of outdoor 

activities. 

Heathlands participated in the National Schools’ Shake-

speare Festival with a performance of Twelfth Night. 

Heathlands  Harmony signing choir were busy in 

2018. They performed at a special service in St 

Albans Abbey celebrating Hearing Dogs for Deaf 

People, at M Fest and at the Cornbury Festival.  
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IT’S ALL ABOUT LEARNING 

In 2017/18 Heathlands offered an extensive enrichment programme broadening  

opportunities and expectations for children and young people. So much learning 

happens outside the classroom. The key skills applied and new skills learnt stimulate  

constructive use of leisure time, raise confidence and self esteem, encourage  lead-

ership and community participation. In some cases the enrichment programme has 

triggered future career  interests. 

In the summer term we had two 

more blocks of sailing lessons so 

even more children could partici-

pate. 

Heathlands won the under 11s        

5-aside football tournament for 

Deaf children. 

We used art and technology skills 

to design and make a new sign  

welcoming people to the school. 

Lower school entered two films into the St Albans film 

festival and were featured on the big outdoor screen. 

We started raising money to buy a 

minibus for KADECT school for deaf 

children in The Gambia. 

We had a fascinating 

STEM day investigating 

pollution and air quality 

around St Albans. 

Lower School had an “unplugged 

day”. No technology was allowed 

but just look at what we made! 
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Lower and Middle Schools 

Update the Heathlands tracker for primary Science ensur-

ing it is matched to current statutory requirements.  

 

 

To implement a consistent departmental approach to the 

teaching of handwriting 

 

 Deliver a tailored curriculum suited to mixed age middle 

school classes. 

 

 

Pastoral Care and Heath House 

To introduce a new independence programme in Heath 

House developing life skills and supporting transition 

 

To extend opportunities for risk management and prob-

lem solving opportunities 

 

Continue focus on development of pupil’s leadership skills 

as part of preparation for adulthood 

 

Sustain recent provision of a school counsellor 

Support and Access 

Include pupil voice within SEN profiles 

 

Engage and involve parents in interventions 

 

Embed early intervention activities i.e. Penn Resilience 

and NDCS Health Mind programmes 

 

To build on work related to personal learning and think-

ing skills (PLTS) and link into the house rewards points 

system. 

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2018/19 
Every year the school evaluates its work and sets new targets for development which are contained in the School Devel-
opment Plan. Heathlands’ vision statement “Become the best you can be” runs through all aspects of the SDP.  Every-
thing is focused on securing the best possible outcomes and experiences for pupils.  

Upper School 

Develop and deliver a suitably challenging curriculum for 

most able pupils 

 

Refine the Heathlands Tracker to ensure equal compari-

son across all subjects 

 

Ensure Careers education is addressing GATSBY standards 

and students are suitably supported into FE. 

 

 

Leadership and Strategy 

Improve provision for Reading across the whole school with a more flexible approach better 

suited to the wide age and ability range. 

Further enhance teachers’ practice with a focus on standards for QTOD and opportunities to 

observe others in school and out.  

 

Succession planning and leadership development  

 

Improve the way information is shared with stakeholders including completion of  new pro-

spectus and website 


